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Molecular evidence of rat bocavirus among rodents
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Abstract
Rat (RBoV) and rodent (RoBoV) bocaviruses have previously been detected in Rattus norvegicus, however
these viruses have not been reported in the rodent populations of Malaysia. We investigated the presence
of RBoV and RoBoV in a cohort of archived rodent specimens. DNA barcoding of the rodent cytochrome c
oxidase gene identi�ed �ve different species, including; Rattus tanezumi R3 mitotype, Rattus tiomanicus,
Rattus exulans, Rattus argentiventer and Rattus tanezumi sensu stricto. Three spleens were positive for
RBoV (1.84%; 3/163) and no RoBoV was detected. Phylogenetic analyses of the partial non-structural
protein 1 gene grouped the Malaysian RBoV strains together with RBoV strains from China. Further study
among rats in different geographical locations hence is warranted for this relatively new virus.

Text
Human bocavirus (HBoV) was �rst reported in Sweden more than a decade ago [2]. Prior to the discovery,
clinicians were ba�ed by cases of respiratory tract illness with apparently obscure etiology. Since then,
HBoV is recognized as a pathogen that can cause nosocomial infection, especially amongst paediatric
patients [6]. Other phylogenetically distinct bocaviruses have also been found in animals such as rodents
[16], dogs [13], cats [1] and pigs [8]. Rodents are synanthropic small mammals that can easily adapt to
areas close to human habitations [9]. Recently, HBoV was detected in the faeces of Rattus norvegicus in
China [15]. The researchers found that the virus was closely related to the HBoV-2 strain. This �nding
alarmed scientists on the potential of rats serving as the carrier of HBoV and transmitting the virus to
humans. Subsequently, Lau, Yeung [7] reported the detection of a novel rat bocavirus (RBoV) among R.
norvegicus in China. A separate study in China did not detect RBoV, however, rodent bocaviruses (RoBoV)
were instead detected [16]. Interestingly, the RoBoV strains were found to be more closely related to
porcine bocaviruses as compared to RBoV in the phylogenetic analyses [14]. These �ndings showed that
bocaviruses have established a niche in rodents and they (RBoV and RoBoV) are markedly different than
HBoVs. Research efforts on RBoV and RoBoV are largely concentrated in China. There is however, no
information on the prevalence of these bocaviruses in the population of rodents in Malaysia. Hence, the
present study was conducted to investigate the possible presence of RBoV and RoBoV among the rodent
populations in Peninsular Malaysia.

Rodents from the sampling sites at UM Plantations Sdn. Bhd., Johore (N2.02916, E103.87076), and
Kampung Tumbuh Hangat, Perak (N4.313903, E100.929009) were trapped at several different times
between December 2018 and December 2019. UM Plantations Sdn. Bhd. is an oil palm plantation located
in the southern state of Johore, whereas Kampung Tumbuh Hangat is a village in central Perak that is
surrounded by oil palm plantations and paddy �elds. This study received the animal ethics approval from
the Universiti Malaya Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (G8/23122019/11102019-01/R).
Permission was also obtained from the Department of Orang Asli Development (JAKOA)
(JHEOA.PP.30.052 Jld. 6 (19)) for conducting this study at Kampung Tumbuh Hangat, Perak. Upon
morphological identi�cation, the trapped rodents were euthanized, followed by harvesting and archiving
of selected tissues. The present study utilized the blood clots (n=147) and spleens (n=163) from a total
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of 163 rodents. Blood clots from the remaining 16 rodents were insu�cient for downstream experiments,
therefore were not included. The extraction for genomic DNA followed the NucleoSpin Tissue extraction
(Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) protocol. Cytochrome c oxidase (COI) gene fragment of 726-bp [4]
was ampli�ed from each rodent for species group determination (Table 1). All sequences obtained were
compared to those in GenBank using the BLAST tool (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST).

Table 1
Primers utilised in detecting bocavirus and DNA barcoding.

Species Target Primer
name

Oligonucleotide sequence (5’-3’) Amplicon
size

Reference

Rodent COI BatL5310a,c ACTTCTGGGTGTCCAAAGAATCA 726bp [4]

    R6036Rb,c CCTACTCRGCCATTTTACCTATG  

Rodent
bocavirus

NS1 PBNS1-F1a CCCAGTACAGGAAAGACCAACC   [16]

  PBNS2-R1b GAAGGGCATAACTTAGCCAACG  

  PBNS1-F2a,c GTAAATCTATTCGGCAATGTGA 413bp

  PBNS1-
R2b,c

CATGTAGTGCAGTATCCGTCCA  

Rat
bocavirus

NS1 RBoV-HK-
F1a

CTACTGGGCATGCGAACGTA  

  RBoV-HK-
R1b

CAGTTGCCTGTTGGTGTGTG  

  RBoV-HK-
F2a,c

ACAGCAGACAAGCCAACCAA 248bp

  RBoV-HK-
R2b,c

TGCATTGTCTTCTGGCTGTCT  

a - Forward primer, b - reverse primer, c – sequencing primer

Nested polymerase chain reaction (PCR) targeting the non-structural protein 1 (NS1) gene was performed
for the detection of RBoV and RoBoV [16]. For the detection of RBoV, primers RBoV-HK-F1 and RBoV-HK-
R1 were used for the �rst round of the nested PCR while, primers RBoV-HK-F2 and RBoV-HK-R2 were used
for the second round of the nested PCR, resulting in the ampli�cation of a 248-bp amplicon (Table 1). For
the detection of RoBoV, primers PBNS1-F1 and PBNS2-R1 were used for the �rst round of the nested PCR
while, primers PBNS1-F2 and PBNS1-R2 were used for the second round of the nested PCR, to amplify a
413-bp amplicon (Table 1). Puri�ed amplicons were sequenced in both directions and the obtained
sequences were compared to that available in the GenBank using the BLAST tool. A phylogenetic tree
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applying the maximum-likelihood method was then constructed to determine the genetic relationships of
the bocaviruses obtained in this study with other representative bocaviruses obtained from the GenBank.

Analyses of the COI sequences revealed that there were �ve groups of rat species identi�ed in this study,
comprising Rattus tanezumi sensu stricto, Rattus tiomanicus, Rattus tanezumi R3 mitotype, Rattus
exulans and Rattus argentiventer. The COI sequences were deposited in the Barcode of Life Data System
(BOLD) database under the following process IDs; UMNPA004-20 – UMNPA056-20 and UMNPA058-20 –
UMNPA068-20 for rodents captured from Johore, and UMNPA069-20, UMNPA071-20 – UMNPA076-20,
UMNPA078-20 – UMNPA080-20, UMNPA082-20 – UMNPA083-20, UMNPA085-20, UMNPA087-20 –
UMNPA091-20, UMNPA093-20 – UMNPA102-20, UMNPA161-20 – UMNPA194-20, UMNPA196-20 –
UMNPA216-20 and UMNPA218-20 – UMNPA223-20 for rodents captured from Perak. The predominant
species was the R. tanezumi R3 mitotype (n=116) followed by R. tiomanicus (n=22), R. exulans (n=13), R.
argentiventer (n=11) and R. tanezumi s. s. (n=1) (Table 2). RBoV was detected in three R. tanezumi R3
mitotype spleen samples. No RBoV was detected in the blood clots of all the studied rats. The RBoV
positive rats were captured from Perak. No RBoV was detected in rats trapped in Johore and no RoBoV
was detected from rats trapped at either site. The phylogenetic tree generated for RBoV using the NS1
gene showed that all the RBoV strains are grouped together and are separated from the other bocaviruses
(Fig. 1). The Malaysian strains were distinctively different since they clustered into one monophyletic
group next to the RBoV strains from China (Accession No. MG905222 and KT454514). Based on Table 3,
the pairwise genetic distance showed that the Malaysian RBoV strains were similar to each other, while
markedly different to the RBoV strains from China since the interspeci�c distances were more than 3%
(the genetic distance among the Malaysian RBoV strains).

Table 2
The number of rats trapped in Perak and Johore.

Species Trapping Site Total number of individuals

Perak (n) Johor (n)

Rattus tanezumi R3 mitotype 64 52 116

Rattus tiomanicus 10 12 22

Rattus exulans 10 3 13

Rattus tanezumi sensu stricto 1 0 1

Rattus argentiventer 11 0 11

Total number of individuals 96 67 163
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Table 3
The pairwise distance generated by comparing the partial sequences of RBoV NS1

representatives to the sequences isolated from this study using MEGA11.
No. Name of sequence 1 2 3 4 5

1. Rat bocavirus strain HK2S          

2. Rat bocavirus strain XM.FA.63 2.03%        

3. UM-SNI01 31.08% 31.92%      

4. UM-SNI02 27.85% 28.62% 2.99%    

5. UM-SNI03 28.64% 29.45% 1.97% 2.00%  

Analyses based on the 207 nucleotide positions of the partial NS1 sequences.

To the best of our knowledge, only cases of HBoV [3] and porcine bocavirus [10] have been reported in
Malaysia. Prior to the present study, there have been no published data on the prevalence of RBoV nor
RoBoV in Malaysia. Since human infections caused by HBoV have been attracting considerable attention
in recent years due to its possible zoonotic origin [2, 10, 12], we sought to examine the baseline levels of
RBoV and RoBoV in a cohort of archived rodent specimens.

As bocaviruses are respiratory-associated pathogens, their presence would more likely be detected in
respiratory tissues. However, the rodent lung tissues in our archive have been dedicated for another study.
As such, the spleens and blood clots were selected instead. HBoVs have been detected in the human
patient blood [11] and RBoV in the spleens of rats [7], making these biological samples feasible targets.
Interestingly, RBoV was detected only from the spleen of the R. tanezumi R3 mitotype in this study and
none were detected in the blood clots. Detection of RBoV was reported in the throat swabs and faeces of
rodents captured from four provinces in China [14]. Besides that, RBoV has been detected in the
alimentary and kidney tissues [7]. These �ndings suggest that RBoV could reside in the alimentary and
respiratory tracts, translocate into the kidney and spleen, followed by secretion in the faeces. A study
reported by Zhang, Song [16] discovered RoBoV in the lungs of seven different rodent species namely; R.
norvegicus, Mus musculus, Apodemus agrarius, Cricetulus barabensis, Rattus �avipectus, Rattus rattus
and Rhombomys opimus. Further genetic analyses revealed that RoBoV shares relatively low amino acid
similarity of about 51% when compared to RBoV and is more closely related to porcine bocavirus [16].
Given that RoBoV was not found in any rodent samples in this study, it could imply that RoBoV is not
present in rodents at the sampling sites.

All three RBoV strains detected in the present study were clustered in a sister clade next to the RBoVs
from China (Fig. 1), indicating that the Malaysian RBoV strains are genetically different as compared to
those from China. RoBoV and RBoV strains, reported respectively by Zhang, Song [16] and Lau, Yeung [7],
were detected in urban cities while our study sites are transition areas such as the oil palm plantations
and paddy �elds, depicting the difference in habitat. The low RBoV detection rate of 1.84% (3/163) could
be explained by the difference in the rat population density between the study sites (oil palm
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plantation/paddy �elds vs urban cities). The study sites are spacious and uncrowded, unlike the
condensed urban cities [17], resulting in less contact between the rats and potentially lower transmission
of RBoV. Urban rats have to compete with each other for resources and the increase in contact could
contribute to the transmission of respiratory pathogens such as RBoV [5].

All the RBoV positive strains were detected from the R. tanezumi R3 mitotype, suggesting its potential as
the carrier of RBoV. However, we cannot conclude that RBoV is exclusively found in R. tanezumi R3
mitotype from just one relatively small-scale study. Moreover, data on bocavirus among rodents is
lacking, especially in Southeast Asia. Thus, more studies that include a larger sample size covering
various locations have to be conducted to gain better insights into the prevalence of RBoV in Malaysia. In
many instances, we found unspeci�c binding in the nucleic acid ampli�cation for RBoV. This suggests
that the primers might not be speci�c enough to target Malaysian RBoV strains and this was somewhat
expected since the primers were designed based on RBoV strains from China [16]. Consequently, this
would also imply that we could be underestimating the RBoV detection rate in this study.

In conclusion, we report here the detection of RBoV in the R. tanezumi R3 mitotype captured in Malaysia.
Further surveillance of RBoV in Malaysia and other countries in Southeast Asia is warranted since very
little information is available on the biology, pathology and transmission of this relatively new virus.
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Figures

Figure 1

Phylogenetic tree of the partial NS1 sequences of RBoV detected from the rats in this study. Other
bocavirus representatives were obtained from the GenBank with respective accession numbers in
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parentheses. Black bullets represent the RBoV strains detected from spleen samples in the present study.
The tree was inferred using the maximum likelihood method implemented in MEGA11.


